
W
e see the effects of
marketing every
day. Advertising
jingles, telemar-
keters, and “junk

mail” often annoy more than they
inform, leading to the perception that
marketing is the domain of profit–ori-
ented businesses that try to persuade us
to buy––whether we need to or not!

Against this backdrop, many non-
profit organizations have developed a
bias against marketing and fail to use
marketing strategies that can be highly
effective in carrying on the organiza-
tion’s work. This bias results from an
incomplete understanding of what mar-
keting is and how it can benefit the
organization and those it exists to serve.

To be effective, marketing should
never be limited to developing promo-
tional strategies to achieve desired
results, such as attracting clients or per-
suading donors to give. These promo-
tional efforts may be part of the market-
ing plan but never the entire focus.
Instead, you need an overall marketing
orientation.

What Is a Marketing
Orientation?

To develop a true marketing orien-
tation, you must have three elements 
in place:

1. a way to identify what people want
and need

2. a way to connect people with those
who can satisfy their wants and
needs

3. a focus on understanding and serv-
ing the client, customer, or con-
sumer.
These elements translate into three

crucial tasks for your organization:

1. Identify Wants 
and Needs.

First, you need to identify the
wants and needs of your target groups.
This step ensures that you are offering
programs and services of value to your
intended consumers. Promotional
strategies, no matter how clever or well
intended, will not be effective if you
have failed to take this first step.

To identify wants and needs, begin
with your mission—the definition of
why your organization exists and whom
it serves. For example, imagine that
your mission is to increase adult litera-
cy. Your clients’ needs would include:
help with reading skills, help with learn-
ing disabilities, and referrals to other
nonprofits for accompanying physical or
social problems. Your clients’ wants

would include: caring tutors, convenient
scheduling, and courteous treatment on
initial contact.

At times, understanding a target
group’s wants can be the key to filling
their needs. For example, an indigent
pregnant teenager needs prenatal care

for her sake and that of the unborn
child. However, if care isn’t available in
a way that suits her wants––close, con-
venient, friendly, and affordable––she
may not take advantage of these ser-
vices. Therefore, we must often focus
on wants before we can move to fill
needs.

2. Reach Out and 
Fill Needs.

Your second task is to reach out to
those who want and need what you pro-
vide. Whether your organization is seek-
ing to reach indigent clients or wealthy
donors, it is essential to tailor the appeal
to the population.

Without consumers, funders, volun-
teers, and other important constituen-
cies, your organization would fail to ful-
fill its mission and would be targeted for
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Marketing Your Mission
Do you use these three key strategies? If not, you’ll have trouble fulfilling your organization’s mission.
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extinction. Marketing, in this second
step, becomes the mechanism through
which you contact these groups, using
marketing tools such as advertising,
public service announcements, direct
mail, posters, and referral networks.

An organization serving low–
income teenage mothers, for example,
has several important target groups for
marketing. One is the client herself. To
be effective, the organization must
develop promotional strategies that will
appeal to the young woman’s needs for
emotional support, financial security,
and help with the demands of parenting.
However, strategies to reach funders are
equally important, since the target popu-
lation cannot pay for services. Other key
marketing targets include volunteers,
schools, and other nonprofits in the ser-
vice network.

3. Understand and Serve.

Once you have brought customers
into contact with your organization,
your third vital task is to focus on
understanding and serving them. The
end goal must be customer satisfaction.

There are many examples of non-
profits that failed to understand the
wants and needs of important con-
stituencies and suffered the conse-
quences. Often a seemingly trivial detail
is the difference between success and
failure. For instance, a senior center
located up a steep hill from the bus stop
won’t attract many visitors. Likewise, a
rude receptionist at a counseling center

may deter potential clients from 
seeking help. 

Ultimately, success in the market-
place must be earned by offering solid
products and services that deliver. A
weight–loss clinic that doesn’t result in

weight loss will have trouble maintaining
its market. A program for juvenile offend-
ers that doesn’t diminish repeat offenses
will eventually earn a negative reputation. 

Clever promotion and sales strate-
gies can bring consumers to your door,
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but only first–class follow–through will
yield long–term rewards. Marketing goes
beyond simple promotion and extends to
all facets of your operations. Your goal
should be to offer such excellent service
that people will return for additional ser-
vice and recommend you to others.

How Do You Develop a
Marketing Orientation?

Selling or promoting the organiza-
tion, which many think of as marketing,
becomes a middle step in this three–part
marketing process of researching wants
and needs, reaching out to individuals
and groups, and then providing quality
service to achieve your organization’s
mission.

A marketing orientation focuses on
the client or customer in everything your
organization does. From your customers’
first phone call to their final contact,
their interests must come first. Everyone

in your organization––your receptionist,
board president, executive director,
part–time volunteers––must understand
the importance of the customer.

Even in this era of diminished fund-
ing, you can implement a marketing ori-
entation. It is cost–efficient to do things
right the first time and to build con-
sumer–friendliness into all aspects of
your organization’s services.

In fact, it is costlier not to attend to
marketing considerations. If you neglect
any of these three steps, the result will
be underutilization of services and inef-
fective promotional efforts. Your organi-
zation will be unable to fulfill its mission
as clients leave in frustration and nega-
tive word of mouth works against pro-
motional strategies. Today’s sophisticat-
ed consumers and overloaded funders
reinforce the need to focus on this
three–part approach to delivering quali-
ty services. Your organization’s survival
may depend on it. ■
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